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Jason Petersen gives the reader five important keys to an unstoppable apologetic. The tips given

are easy to remember and are applicable to any apologetic methodology. Those who are not

familiar with philosophical terms can easily be brought up to speed by checking the end notes of the

book. The physical copy of this book is small and can be used as a handbook. Jason Petersen's

ministry, Answers for Hope, has been endorsed by numerous Ph.D philosophers and scientists.
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I purchased this book for several reasons. One, having interacted with the author in the public

arena, and to some degree, knowing his heart and passion for the truth; I am genuinely eager to

read his work on the subject.Another reason, to support the work and labor that God has blessed

the church with when it comes to giving an answer for the hope that is within every believer...Thirdly,

for the subject itself.

Few people have taken the trouble to explain Clarkian apologetics in a simple manner. Although I



cannot claim to be a Clarkian, I believe it is important for the Christian community, at whom this

book is aimed, to understand what Gordon Clark was saying. This is probably the best book to

introduce you to such ideas.

I think apologetics is one of the most overlooked essentials of discipleship in the church and any

effort to add to that with a quick and welcoming introduction is deeply needed.

Jason Petersen has done an excellent job presenting essential first steps and practical tools for

anyone beginning or interested in Christian apologetics. Petersen explains in an easy to read and

easy to understand manner the importance of axioms and definitions among other essentials in

apologetics. He also gives pointers to look for when engaged with an opponent not interested in

discussion. I hope this book also serves as a gateway to interest in the great Christian philosopher

Gordon H. Clark. I highly recommend this book.

This is a slim book... But do not be decieved by the size of it.... I would encourage anyone wanting

to benefit from this book, to try reasoning with the authors line of thought... Keep asking, can i

logically disagree with what the author is saying here.... You will then not only begin to see the

beauty of this book, but would see that the book makes known substantial content, although its a

slim book... Lets hope that the author would come up with more books explaining christian

apologetics and christian theology in more detail....The book does deliver its promises of making

apologetics simple... And guess something which is simple, has to be short, so that probably

explains the shortness of the book... One may wonder if this simple methodology can hold up to

debates/ discussions with great intellects.... I have seen this author use this methodology with many

of the intellectual elites... And I would say this method holds up under such interactions... But dont

take my word for it... Watch the author employ this methodology, beautifully and successfully on the

authors website... Answers for hope...I have read this book... Re read it about a couple of times... Its

breif but beautiful... There are beautiful nuggets in there... Like definitions cannot be true or false, so

its important to know how a person defines a particular word...like one cannot begin before the

beggining... And more...One who enjoys this book, would also enjoy books by another great

Christian philosopher, Gordon H. Clark... whose books could be found on the trinity

foundation...Finally, when your interest in Gordon Clarks philosophy is aroused, to better

understand Clark and clarkian methodology i would recommend reading this beautiful book by

Douglas Douma, titled the Presbyterian philosopher...Returning to the present book, I only hope the



author would publish, the next book on the implications of the christian axiom, may be another

christian view of men and things by Jason Peterson....( P.S. don't be put off with the formatting,

which i believe will be fixed soon... But content makes up for the presentation/ formatting).

This is a small, short book but it is massively important, and delivers large dividends! The brevity of

the book is its strength, along with the author's ability to make difficult ideas easy to understand. He

shows the importance of language, definition, and propositional truth in BOTH the Christian's

apologetic encounter with unbelief AND their importance in simple, day to day speech. Everyone

has a starting point...the question is, can your starting point be justified? Jason Petersen provides

solid answers to that, and other questions in this most excellent book.
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